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Abstract
The sudden switch to teaching Mathematics and Science in English in primary and
secondary schools drew varied reactions from educationists, social activists, politicians
and parents. Science and Mathematics teachers who were trained and have taught these
two subjects in Bahasa Malaysia (BM) for a long period were forced to teach the content
subjects in English. This paper reports an ethnographic investigation carried out in the
Science classrooms in a rural secondary school in Malaysia. The qualitative data from
observations, interviews and reflective journals were analysed using the ethnography of
communication framework. The findings revealed that the linguistic challenges faced by
these teachers while delivering the Science lessons and it portrayed the reality of the
Malaysian Science teachers and the education system to some extent.
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Perubahan tiba-tiba untuk mengajar Matematika dan Sains dalam bahasa Inggris di
sekolah dasar dan menengah menarik reaksi bervariasi dari pendidik, aktivis sosial,
politisi dan orang tua. Sains dan guru Matematika yang dilatih dan telah mengajar dua
mata pelajaran dalam Bahasa Malaysia (BM) untuk jangka waktu lama dipaksa untuk
mengajarkan mata pelajaran konten dalam bahasa Inggris. Makalah ini laporan
investigasi etnografis yang dilakukan di kelas Sains di sekolah menengah pedesaan di
Malaysia. Data kualitatif dari pengamatan, wawancara dan jurnal reflektif dianalisis
menggunakan kerangka etnografi komunikasi. Temuan menunjukkan bahwa tantangan
yang dihadapi oleh linguistik guru sementara memberikan pelajaran Sains dan
menggambarkan realitas guru Sains Malaysia dan sistem pendidikan untuk batas
tertentu.

Kata kunci: Ilmu Pengajaran, tantangan linguistik, etnografi komunikasi

INTRODUCTION

The abrupt change in the teaching of Mathematics and Science in English policy in the year
2003 brought many hurdles not only to the students and parents but teachers. The mainstream
teaching and learning processes in the education system are done in the national language
Bahasa Malaysia (BM) but the teaching of Mathematics and Science was carried out in the
second language (English). This move was seen necessary in order to meet and compete with
the global needs and demands. On the contrary, the teaching and learning of Science in English
became very difficult to most teachers and learners who faced linguistic challenges.  The
professional task was forced on these teachers without sufficient training in enhancing their
proficiency in the second language. This paper reports the study undertaken on the Science
teachers.

The Science curriculum was designed to provide students with the knowledge and skills
in science and develop thinking skills and strategies to enable them to solve problems and make
decisions in their everyday life (Ministry of Education Malaysia, 2002). The Science and
Mathematics curriculum as well as other subjects in the secondary school curriculum also seek
to inculcate noble values and love for the nation. However, Effandi Zakaria and Zanaton Iksan
(2007) identified two pedagogical limitations: Changes are needed in science and mathematics
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teaching. Teachers should place less emphasis on students’ acquisition of information,
presenting scientific and mathematical knowledge through lecture, asking for recitation of
acquired knowledge and working alone. More emphasis should be placed on students
understanding of a particular concept, guiding students in active learning, providing
opportunities for discussion and elaboration and encouraging them to work with peers and
teachers. According to Effandi Zakaria and Zanaton Iksan (2007), the government’s recent
policy on the use of English as the medium of instruction in science and mathematics would
provide students the opportunities to keep abreast with the rapid development of knowledge in
science, mathematics and technology.

Merino and Scarcella (2005) believe that teaching Science and other academic subjects
in English language to learners is both a challenge and an opportunity, especially at the
secondary level.  In the case of Science subjects, this means students have to master challenging
Science standards while learning the language of Science. Through observations, Science and
English were not favoured by most learners in schools. Therefore, the change in the policy was
seen as ambitious and unacceptable to this group of teachers and learners.

To overcome this situation, the ministry provided the continuous support programme at
the school level. The Buddy Support Programme stressed on a collaborative effort between
Mathematics and Science teachers with their language counterparts. Competent English teachers
were  appointed  as  ‘Critical  Friends’  to  science  and  mathematics  teachers  in  schools.  The
teachers were also supplied with self-instructional materials to facilitate their own learning
(Ahmad Zabidi Abdul Razak and Rahimi Md. Saad, 2007).  Ong and Tan (2008) in their
research on the same issue, found out that teachers’ prior educational background, the linguistic
environment, peer support and the students’ linguistic proficiency affected the pace of transition
to the new policy. This warranted a study find on two important issues. Firstly, how did the
Science teachers deliver their lessons? Secondly, how did the Science teachers perceive the
teaching of Science in English?

The Hymes (1970) SPEAKING Grid was employed as a valuable framework in
describing communicative events for a group whose cultural or social norms are not of those of
the majority group (Holmes, 2008:398).

Holmes (2008:437) also clarifies that the ethnography of speaking framework also
provides a means of describing communicative events in any culture. In the school
environments, rules are sometimes made explicit as who may talk, in what order, about what
topics and for how long.  Thus this framework becomes appropriate as the investigation focused
largely on the communication activities in Science classrooms in the secondary school setting.

THE SCIENCE CLASSROOM
Kauffman, et al. (2006:82) comment the language used in the classroom as:

The language of the classroom is, for most students, substantially different from
the language of the home, the peer group, and the streets.   It is typically more
formal, more precise, and more directive than the conversational speech used by
most students outside the classroom.

In this context, Science teachers should be the role models for their students in handling the
challenge of switching to another language in fulfilling their teaching tasks.  Teachers ought to
be more positive towards any paradigm shift in the academic world (Mastura Othman and
Pramela, 2011) as a positive reaction would surely contribute to the credibility and quality for
the teachers’ immediate customers. However, due to the linguistic deficiency, many of the
Science teachers definitely experience great discomfort in delivering the subject.  This is
especially true for teachers who have been trained in BM.  Brown (1994:105) supported the fact
that teacher’s delivery of knowledge was crucial since every ear and eyes are supposedly to
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focus on the teacher.  To be an effective teacher, one must be knowledgeable in the subject
taught and proficient in the language to deliver.

Nunan (1995:189) also emphasises that teacher talk is of crucial importance for
classroom organisation and the processes of acquisition.  It is because through the language,
teachers either succeed or fail to implement their teaching plans.  Nunan also outlines the factors
to come into account in determining the appropriateness of a teacher talk as:

· The point in the lesson in which the talking occurs.
· What prompts the teacher talk; whether it is planned or spontaneous, and if

spontaneous, whether the ensuing digression is helpful or not.
· The value of the talk as potentially useful input for acquisition.

Therefore the effectiveness of a Science teacher’s talk in delivering his or her lessons very much
depends on the competency in English.

A Science classroom is of a setting with its own genre, specific jargons and
terminologies which are additional to the second language acquisition. The classroom as ‘coral
gardens’ (Breen, 1985) in Kramsch (1993: 11) displays discourse between the learner and the
language, between the teacher and the learner, and among learners and is the process by which
we create, relate, organise and realise meaning (Riley, 1985) in Kramsch (1993: 11).
Therefore, to create a more interesting learning environment, teacher talk in English for the
Science classrooms should provide the learners with familiar opportunities to connect the
scientific knowledge that they are exposed to in the classrooms to as many events as possible in
their real lives.

Moreover,  as  natural  as  it  can  be,  in  speaking  we  seldom  set  a  specific  goal  in  the
beginning and it is normal if the goal occurrence is multiple within the discourse.  In contrast,
teachers’  talk  in  Science  classrooms  is  often  set  up  with  specific  learning  outcomes  to  be
achieved at the end of the lesson. The competent teachers’ talk in English to deliver the content
subject input and classroom control will determine the effectiveness and how successful are the
process of teaching and learning of Science.  The skills involved in the teachers’ talk differ from
writing as it is more practical, physical, instant and spontaneous.  Furthermore, the tone, rhythm,
stress and intonation that associate with the English language obviously differentiate it from
BM.  The BM interlanguage influence also affected the accent  and linguistic  structures  in  the
teachers’ talks.

In addition, teachers of Science ought to model proper pronunciation of the English
language sound system, grammatical structures and suitable vocabulary choice.  However, in
this case whereby most of the Science teachers are also still in their attempt of mastering the
English language, the effectiveness in modelling the supposed pronunciation of the English
language to the learners is rather limited.  The limitation is more than relevant as speaking is not
only about making sounds, but combining body language.

METHODOLOGY
In this ethnographic investigation (Mastura Othman, 2007) data was collected from classroom
observations, audio recorded classroom discourse, interviews with Science teachers: Teacher 1
(T1) and Teacher 2 (T2) and two students: Student 1 (S1) and Student 2 (S2), and from journal
entries from the Science teachers.

The observations were carried out during actual teaching by two female Science
teachers in four selected classrooms. The observations checklist focused on the following items:

a. linguistic complexity (pronunciation, grammatical and structural,
pragmatics)

b. sociolinguistics and sociocultural aspects (code-switching and mixing)
c. teaching strategies/styles (questioning, repetition, instruction)
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d. teaching materials (genre, traditional chalk and talk, electronic media) and
e. other relevant information

The teaching and learning processes in the science classrooms were also recorded and
carefully transcribed. The interviews with T1 and T2, regarding their perceptions towards the
implementation of the policy and interviews with the two students (S1 and S2) were also
carefully transcribed to be analysed.  The journal entry expressed T1’s feelings and expectation
in fulfilling the task of teaching her subject in English while T2 refused.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
The investigation was analysed according to the Hymes SPEAKING grid (Schriffin 1994:141)
which displays a description of all factors that are relevant in understanding how a particular
communicative event achieves its objectives (Wardhaugh, 1986:239).

The Hymes SPEAKING grid analysis comprehensively described the investigation of
the selected classrooms taught by T1 and T2.  Both teachers were required to teach Science in
English without proper training and sufficient proficiency in the language.  Both had different
views on the implementation of the EteMS policy. The analysis was done according to the
acronyms following Kramsch’s (1993: 37-38) explanation on Hymes SPEAKING grid which
was introduced by Dell Hymes in the 1970’s:

S-Setting refers  to  the time and place -  that  is,  the physical  set  up of  the class.   Place
includes the space occupied by teacher and students; the movements of participants within that
space; the seating arrangement; the temperature, background, noise, place, size, and quality of
the blackboard, etc.  Time includes the time devoted to each activity, its timing within the whole
lesson, its relative length, its pace, and the presence or absence of concurrent activities.

All four classes were conducted in the science laboratories of a rural secondary school
in  Melaka.   The  setting  and  the  seating  arrangement  was  convenient  for  both  teachers  and
students to enable them to carry out relevant experiments to the topics taught.   The topics were
taught according to the syllabus for the year. In addition, the laboratories were well-equipped
with apparatus and chemicals for the scientific experiments.

The laboratories were also well equipped with computers, LCD projectors and wide
screens. The equipment came from the budget of the Ministry of Education in supporting the
implementation of teaching of Mathematics and Science in English.  Five 40 minutes periods
were  allocated  for  Science  subject  in  a  week.   Science  experiments  are  best  conducted  in  the
science laboratories.  Double periods are always allocated for relevant experiments on the topic
taught as to ensure sufficient time for successful experiments. T1 provided the opportunities for
her students from both classes to be involved in the reaction of metal and oxygen experiments.
T2 demonstrated the bell jar evaporation process experiment and requested her Class 4 students
to observe.

P-Participants include combinations of speakers and listeners in various roles that are
either given to them or taken on during the lesson.

In the context of this investigation, the participants referred to T1 and T2.  The classes
were mainly teacher centred as T1 and T2 did most of the talking and the students listened.
Both teachers were qualified to teach Science, but were trained to teach Science in English only
after attending short courses conducted by the Ministry of Education to ensure the
implementation of the EteMS policy.  Their English language proficiency of the teachers in
some ways led to the limited roles  played by both teachers.   Even so,  T1 tried her  best  to  be
more open in providing a non-threatening environment in her lessons when she allowed room
for jokes from one of her students.
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Voice 3: <42> [To avoid potassium
                                manganate,  jump out,  from...

T1 <43> = [Jump out/, aha, aha, (giggle), to avoid potassium
                               manganate,  jump- out?, from the test tube/?, yes, or no/?

The monotonous lesson was livened up and T1 took a break from the lesson at least for
a while and offered a stress free learning and teaching processes. Moreover, due to teachers’
personalities and attitudes towards the English language, T1 was seen more optimistic about
teaching of Science in English compared to T2. T1 was highly motivated and confident in
delivering her lessons especially to the lower forms compared to T2 who often revised to teach
Science in BM instead of attempting to improve her English.

This showed her reluctance in implementing the new policy.  She even reserved her
comments on the policy implementation by not writing any journal entry of her opinion.  In
contrary, T1 displayed positive attitude towards the EteMS policy. It was evident exhibited in
the first line of her unabridged journal entry to the investigator regarding the changing of policy
in teaching Science and Mathematics;

...I prefer to teach science in English because of the following…

E-Ends refer to the purpose of the activities and what participants seek to accomplish.
These can be short term learning goals i.e. the linguistic, cognitive, or affective outcomes of a
particular  activity,  or  they  can  be  long  term goals  such  as  motivations  or  attitudes  or  specific
professional outcomes.  Through observations, it was established that the short term goals of
both teachers’ lessons in all four classrooms were to prepare the students for examinations, at
school and national levels.  Due to the high expectation of the school authorities, district and
state education Department, the ministry and parents, examinations have always been the
ultimate goal.  This is supported in the exchanges of T1 and T2:

T1: <015> before we start class/, right?  We’re going to answer the- PMR model, PMR
model question paper!  So?- Before that-
I would like to do revision with you!

T2: <020> Okay, so, I think eh, with the student, is important for you, to think
your aah, end year, eh, end year of exam, examination. So, eh, you can
refer your notes or your text, eh, you can refer your notes eh, or your text okay,
find out the answer. Okay, question number one,

The importance of passing examinations at school or national levels were emphasised by both
T1 and T2.

T1: <126> remember, aa::, this question..., usually question number!, five, question
number five,

<127> <L1>Rugi tak jawab, this one is very simple question,

Via code-switching, T1 asserted that her students must give  specific attention to number
question number five. “Rugi tak jawab” (It is a loss if you do not answer) carried a huge
message in the examination context.  T2 provided similar guidance for her students for the
coming examination;

T2: <063> for that answer okay, you must make ahh explanation, they want explanation, in
Malay eh <L1>perkumuhan (excretion) is it?, okay, okay so during this process,
Chong!, eh you have?, what is eh, what is the substance ending during this
process?,

Neither students nor the teachers were to be blamed. Both parties were playing their specific
roles to fulfil the hidden agenda of the education stakeholders to ensure every student to pass the
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examinations.    Mission was accomplished if  the teachers  were able to  guide their  students  to
answer the examination questions correctly.

A-Act sequence refers  both to the form and the content  of  utterances,  both to what  is
said  and  what  is  meant  by  the  way  it  is  said.  The  teachers’  talk  was  largely  in  the  form  of
delivering and transforming information on the subject content.  In this autocratic teacher
dominant process of teaching and learning, all four classroom discourse was filled with more
Teacher Talking Time (TTT) than Student Talking Time (STT).
Both teachers portrayed their dominance over the students to a certain extent in their talk. This
is beneficial for classroom management and control as agreed by Ng (1993:6) that someone has
to have power to control the others regardless of the size of the organisation.  Basically,
Malaysian classrooms often have an enrolment of between 30 and 40 students.

K-Key refers to the tone, manner, or spirit in which a particular message is conveyed:
whether serious, factual or playful. The key can be conveyed verbally and non-verbally and the
two may sometimes contradict each other. The teachers in all four classrooms switched from
formal to informal approach.

T2: <101> okay question D, for the food chain (not clear) okay on figure three, who
wants to try?

Voice: <102> who want to try?
T2: <103> okay how many eh level eh in this food chain?
Voices: <104> three…

When the students’ (S) opinions upon T2’s talk were sought, the responds were as follows:

S1: Uhm.. (pause)<L1> kelas ni sometimes boleh faham, kalau tak faham juga refer
reference book.
[Sometimes I can follow this class, if not I have to refer to the reference book].

Q : Do you understand your teacher’s language?
S2: Yes, but sometimes the pronunciation-wrong, <L1>Dia guna bahasa yang senang nak

ajar
 [he uses simple language to teach].

It  was  rather  difficult  for  the  teachers  to  vary  their  styles  in  using  the  language  as  they
themselves were in the transitional period of changing the language of their teaching task.
Therefore, there was not much interaction in their classrooms.  The transactional language
function which was the ‘message-oriented’ and business type of talk was performed largely by
T2, as Morley (2001:73) suggests:

Transactional language is used for giving instructions, explaining, describing,
giving directions, ordering, inquiring, requesting, relating, checking on the
correctness of details, and verifying understanding.  The premium is on
message clarity and precision.  Speakers often use confirmation checks to make
sure what they are saying is clear; they may even contradict the listener if he or
she appears to have misunderstood.

I-Instrumentalities refers  to  the  choice  of  channel  (e.g.  oral  or  written)  and  of  code
(mother-tongue, foreign language, or a mix of codes or code-switching).

The teaching and learning activities were often of the oral and written forms.
Instructions were given orally and in written forms for the experiments and reports to be done.
As far as oral activities in the teacher talk were concerned, code switching and code mixing
were not properly managed but emerged in almost the entire lessons, especially T2 who was
with low English proficiency and less confidence in the language compared to T1.  Often she
completely switched to L1 when she wanted to explain further on how important it was for the
students to keep notes for all the chapters taught.
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T2 : <182> but for the notes for the second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, okay eh I’ve looked
at your notes until the chapter four is it? Chapter four eh, isn, nit?

<183> <L1> lepas tu tak tengok lagi, jadi, maknanya eh tolong lengkapkan eh, sebab
apa eh, ini penting untuk objektif awak okay eh,  saya percaya eh bila awak
tulis itu satu cara belajar lah, bila awak  menulis semula eh, cari perkataan
perkataan penting penting okay eh, sebab bila awak menyalin, okay, macam
term term yang penting eh respiration, okay eh awak tulis ayat tu penuh okay
eh, jadi bila awak ditanya eh aah definition okay awak kena keluarkan balik
semula benda tu, jadi kalau baru pertama kali tu nak tulis aah awak akan
dapat habislah tak boleh jawab, at least eh bila awak dah tulis sekali,dah
baca sekali okay perkataan tu akan datang balik, tunggang terbalik tak
pe,tunggang terbalik takpe, yang letak pangkal letak hujung, hujung letak
pangkal
 pun takpe eh asalkan okay eh maksudnya sama eh, tapi kalau maksudnya dah
berubah, aah [after that you won’t see it again, so, meaning eh,please
complete eh, because it is important for your objective, I believe when you
write, it is a method of studying when you rewrite, look for the key words okay
because when you’re copying okay, like the important terms eh, respiration,
okay eh you’ll write full sentence okay eh, so when you’re asked for the
definition, you have to bring out everything, so if it is the first time for you to
write, you won’t be able to answer, if you write at least once, read once the
words will come back, although they are not in order as long as the meaning
is not changed but if the meaning is changed aah]

Both teachers did not possess the sufficient linguistic proficiency required in their talk,
the use of OHP, course wares, computer note-book and the LCD projector provided by the
Ministry of Education were able to assist them in transmitting subject taught input to their
students.  T2 even read directly from the text book in order to avoid further blunders in her talk
which was full of unnecessary fillers like eh and okay. For example:

T2: <108> Amirah, Amirah, okay, so, py, the pyramid of number okay based on the food
chain?
(pause)

<109> okay the pyramid number eh, okay eh, okay, eh (not clear) okay at the base of
this pyramid, okay it is a producer, okay so when you ah draw this pyramid of
number, okay you must okay write on eh each stages,

N-Norms of interaction and interpretation refer to the way participants in the lesson
interact and interpret what is said or what they are reading.  Overall, both teachers’ classes
followed the norms of Malaysian classrooms; not interactive and encouraging enough to
practise the speaking skills.  The transcriptions of the investigated Science classrooms exhibited
that the discourse were bound in the teacher centred teaching and learning processes.  The
students were not provided ample opportunities in exchanging turns with their teachers to
express themselves in the process.

T1 : <105> this is our heart, then, this one at the top, I draw for you the lungs,
alright and at the bottom here the whole part of your body,

Voices: <106> body,
T1: <107> okay, now with the help of our textbook, page twenty-one, look at

page twenty-one, okay, look at page twenty-one, right okay, listen, put
down your pen,  put down your pen, listen here, focus!,

<108> how to explain the blood flow, ah, put down your pen, Wei Keong, (pause)
right, so the blood flow here, eh the, the sorry, (teacher uses the diagram of
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<109> the body for explaining) path one, path one, you have two
path, path one and path two,

Voices: <110> two,
T1:

Azri:

<111>

<112>

<113>

<114>

alright, from our right atrium here, okay, blood flow to the lung, to
carry the oxygenated blood, here, here, from heart  to the lung, alright after
that, from lung go back to the heart, from lung go back to the  heart, right?
 this is first path or path one alright this is path one, where blood flow from
our, our right atrium to our lung, then from our lung/, back again to our
heart understand!, this is path one, (pause-teacher writing notes on the
chalkboard)
right, from (pause-teacher continues writing notes on the chalkboard) this
is path one, understand?, alright ah, Azri stand up, explain about
the flow of blood in path one, blood flow,
blood flow, (not clear)

Furthermore, display type of questions (Long and Sato, 1983 in Crookes and Chaudron,
2001:39) where the questioner already knew the answers were favoured by the teachers.
Obviously, teachers were more interested in finding out whether their transfer of input was fully
understood by their students and no further action was expected from them.   It is also a well-
known fact that the Asian learners generally and specifically Malaysian learners have been
brought up to respect the wisdom, knowledge and expertise of ‘authoritative’ figures like their
parents, teachers and lecturers (Koo, 2006:171).

In addition, code-switching and code-mixing were the options offered by and to both
teachers and students in the Science classrooms.  Whether it was a beneficial speech
accommodation or face saving strategy, code switch and mix between English and BM are the
norms shared by both Science teachers.   Therefore,  to  achieve the short  term goal  of  utilising
English as the medium of instruction in the Science classroom is greatly questionable.

G-Genre refers to the type of oral or written activity students and teacher are engaged
in, casual conversation, drill, lecture, discussion, role-play; grammatical exercise, written
summary, report, essay, written dialogue. The diagrams, pictures, vocabulary, terminologies and
experiments that come into the teachers’ talk portrayed a particular genre which directly defined
the Science classrooms.  However, the classrooms were not in line with the skills needed for
Science subject to search, select and decide correct information.  This was due to the teachers’
teaching styles in the talk that largely providing as much information as possible for the
examination.  Students were not given sufficient opportunity to explore their own academic and
psychological potential develop into their human capital for the nation’s future.

HOW DO THE SCIENCE TEACHERS PERCEIVE THE TEACHING OF SCIENCE
IN ENGLISH?
Due to many factors, teachers had different perceptions on the implementation of the EteMS
policy.  Teachers’ personal ability and attitudes on the language determined the way in which
they translated the particular policy into their teaching tasks.  T1’s positive attitude towards the
EteMS policy was clearly portrayed in her unabridged journal entry. Her willingness in writing
up the dedication represented how opened she was in implementing the policy.  She was ever
ready to shift from her normal teaching paradigm and ventured into a new dimension of
fulfilling her teaching task.  She realised that she was not optimally utilising her linguistic
potential.  Therefore, teaching Science in English was the best opportunity for her professional
self improvement and developed to benefit her students;
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T1 (T1)
It can improve my English.  It has been long time for me not communicate

in English (since 1981-after SPM)
... our students should expose to English, if they need to do further study at

overseas, especially in the field of medic and engineering.
After use English for a few months, I feel more brave (confident) to

communicate in English although sometimes not so correct (broken English).
But a few months later I able to convey science lesson fluently in simple English
and I know my students can understand me.

....as a science teacher I have my own principal (prinsip), i.e. “I am
teaching science in English, I’m not English teacher”.  As long as my students’
can understand the content of science lesson

In fact over time, T1 gained her confidence to perform in the second language.  She wanted to
be the best role model to her immediate clients by collaboratively working with them to achieve
excellence both in the language and the subject taught.  She did not want the students’ negative
attitudes towards the English language to hinder the effectiveness of the teaching and learning
processes in the Science subject;

the most problematic area, ah, in teaching Science in English, ah the attitude of students,
attitude of students they are quite difficult to change the attitude, to overcome the problem,
ah to overcome the problem, with to use English in Science
that is the the problem, but, but, minority of students have confidence, to, to use English in
class, but majority of them ah, especially Malay students, they feel shy to speak English in
class, because, ah maybe, ah especially for form one students...

T1 was positive helping her students with the second language acquisition.  She was
very sure of what she was doing with the language in teaching her subject especially to the
lower secondary (Form 1-3).  She was convinced too that by preparing her lesson before
entering the upper secondary classes (Forms 4-5); it helped her in mastering English language.
She was extremely sure her students would improve their English language when they have to
learn Science in English.

T1 positively believed that she improved because the assistance of her Critical Friends
in the BSS programme.  She was now confident with her pronunciation and how to teach her
students to write reports on their experiments in the passive voice.  She was optimist and ever
willing to continue teaching Science in the English language.  She was hundred percent sure that
teaching Science in English is easier.  To her, English offers better vocabulary and
terminologies to her subject compared to BM.  All in all, T1 said “Yes” to the teaching of
Science in English.

T1: <52> I would like to chose, I prefer hundred percent English,
Rs:
T1:

<53>
<54>

why?,(distraction from school’s announcement made for the day)
why?, because ah, easy to convey the lesson in English, because sometimes
they use the very accurate, accurate,

Rs: <55> terms?,
T1: <56> terms,

Teacher 2 (T2)
Regarding the implementation of the EteMS policy, the student complained to T2 for using too
much BM instead of  English.   She was teaching the upper  formers (Forms 4-5);  therefore the
students  were more vocal  and aware of  the change in policy.   As a  result,  T2 resorted to BM
when she was not able to deliver in English.
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T2: <11> that’s why eh…, when I’m teaching, I’m trying to use English.

<12> but! When I want to talk eh…, out of the =[teaching],
Rs: <13> =[Hmm hmm]
T2: <14> out about the fact eh… I will use Malay
Rs: <15> okay, second question is, would you think that your teaching helps the second

language acquisition, meaning that a…, a…, second language acquisition, or
that is the learning of English

T2: <16> no, not at all (giggle)
Rs: <17> not at all! why! Why would you think?
T2: <18> because eh, the student eh, when aa…when asking the question (not sure),

<19> before this when they answer the question respiration, the the facts eh, that has
given respiration, in the process,

<20> the students a…, they asking to add some words, okay to make my sentence
complete eh, but eh, the student eh, cannot hish,

<21> I think, I think eh, that girl eh, lost, may be she has the idea, the answer, eh
she, but to make sentence to answer the question, difficult,

<22> like me the facts I know eh, that respiration, okay resp, respiration, oxygen and
glucose, glucose is added but in science, the word added, cannot be used,

<23> it is not added, it oxidized, so the terms, it’s the term aa…

<24> before this we use malay eh, this is usual use the word, but when we want to
start it okay, this is the first year, so this word eh,  must be call for the,

<25> we must call the word very fast in our mind very, [very difficult]

On the other hand, T2 admitted that teaching Science in English will improve her own
command of the language. She thought she was braver and able to overcome her shyness, for
example in giving instructions to her students. However she  believed that did not benefit her
students.

Rs: <27> Do you think that, teaching Science in English is helping your own English
language acquisition?

T2: <28> (giggle) my, I think, yes, it makes me more brave, (giggle)
Rs: <29> okay make you braver, in what way?
T2: <30> okay, to talk the simple simple instruction, I think I,

<31> now can talk eh, simple simple instruction to the student, but not before,
I feel very shy to talk in English,

Rs: <31> not now! Oh that’s good. Do you feel that your student benefit from your
teaching of Science in English?

T2: <32> no!
Rs: <33> why not?
T2: <34> not, because, cannot, maybe, maybe they don’t read at home,

<35> the science is the subject you must know the, the, the, the, the, fact,
<36> it must be cleared, okay you, you the student not do their own word, like

bahasa like BM, eh, buat ayat-ayat, ayat biasa, ayat merapu tu tak boleh, ayat
merapu eh,  in science no marks,

T2 was of the thinking that her teaching of Science did not help her students and vice
versa.  She was positive that, the students would understand better if they did their own reading.
Her bad pronunciation as she thought too has caused her students not to understand her talk in
the English language. T2 did not think that she should be blamed for not utilising the English
language when her students themselves did not do so.
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T2: no, no the student cannot learn anymore when I am teaching,
that’s why when I am teaching I am read the text, refer to that and read it, I
think eh, the student can understand more by reading the text himself
compare to…
because I think my pronunciation is very worse, (giggle) the student cannot,
cannot, understand,
that’s my opinion, I don’t know eh, what, what do you think? How my
pronounsation, is it cleared?

T2 felt the burden of having to read repeatedly in order for her to prepare for her daily
lessons and to improve her mastery in the English language.  Even if she tried to enrich her
vocabulary by reading newspapers, she was always confused over the terms.  However, instead
of referring to the dictionary, she preferred to read the BM version of the topics to be taught.

aah…, right now I must read the text, this aah.., not two eh, okay three times,
when I not complete the three times I am no confident,
I must read eh, at least three times,

T2: <52>
<53>

the text, the reference, too much time for me,
I must prepare one week before the lesson,
no, at the same time I must read like the article eh, like the pollution eh,
I must read the newspaper, I’m trying, I’m focus on the term, the terms,

T2 did not really agree that the BSS programme helped her in carrying out her talk in
English while teaching Science. She would like to reverse the process of teaching the Science
subject in BM.  She prayed hard that the authorities would revert to teaching Science in BM. In
a nutshell, T2 indirectly putting a “No” to the implementation of the EteMS policy.

Language Challenges Faced by the Teachers
Both teachers were not trained to teach or possessed adequate knowledge in English. Hence,
they faced several challenges.

Language Drills vs Content Input
The Science teachers have professionally taught the subject in BM for a significant number of
years. Therefore, to instantly switch to another language in fulfilling their teaching task was not
at all simple.  The teachers realised what their students were going through with the change of
policy.   As a  result,  instead of  emphasising on the input  of  the subject  content  in  her  talk,  T1
drilled her students with the pronunciation of the scientific vocabulary, for example;

T1: <258> yes, number one, ah, okay read altogether, number one, because,
Class: <259> because,
T1: <260> blood flow,
Class: <261> blood low,
T1: <262> sorry, sorry, because,
Class: <263> because,
T1: <264> blood,
Class: <265> blood,
T1: <266> pass through,
Class: <267> pass through,
T1: <268> heart,
Class: <269> heart,
T1: <270> twice,
Class: <271> twice,
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Teachers Talking Time vs Students Talking Time

Students and teachers of the investigated Science classrooms did not practice two way
interactions.   All  classrooms talk were typically teacher  centred.  Teacher  Talking Time (TTT)
was longer than the Students Talking Time (STT).  The teacher centredness was extremely clear
in T2’s talk in Science Classroom 3.  For example:

<043>okay, are you sure? If you cannot remember okay (pause) okay you
                             can refer okay, you follow exam, okay, okay please remember okay,
                             the definition the the meaning, eh for several terms okay eh, that is
                             used eh okay, in that chapter,
                  <044>okay, so for this chapter okay, the meaning of food chain, food web,
                             pyramid number okay, composer okay you must remember, okay
                             <L1> simpan dalam kepala (keep in mind) so the word okay in Malay,
                             I think eh, maybe eh, you don’t have eh, you don’t eh facing this any
                             problem okay,
                  <045>right on terms and but in English okay you must remember word for
                             the meaning (not clear), okay refer your text eh, one seven six okay, a
                             sequence of organism okay, during energy transfer okay, refer okay
                             for the food chain given in your text, the definition okay the system,
                   (a student reading from the text book-not heard)
Teacher 2: <046>yes, okay, the feeding relationship okay, between living organism eh,
                             in the ecosystem okay, interruption between living organization okay?
                             So, living organism consist of, plant and animal okay, okay, eh the
                             food chain, between relationship between organism,
                  <047>okay but at the same time in the ecosystem aa, the also eh you get a
                             relationship between living organism and the nun-living organism,
                             okay eh, so the nun-living organism  we call eh, aa the are-biotic
                             component (not clear-asking a student) define the wild, bio
                             component, okay the component of are-biotic component?
(Pause-10-)
Teacher 2: <048>the biotic component is the living organism okay, so the are-biotic
                            component in the nun-living okay, the nun-living okay, the nun-living
                            okay, the figure 3, Ma, ri, ni, Mariani,
Mariani:    (not clear)
Teacher 2: <049>humadity, yes, humadity, the amount of vapour in the atmosphere,
                            okay Farhah,
Farhah:      (not heard)
Teacher 2: <050>okay, light intensity, okay what else, Tong?
Tong:        (not clear)
Teacher 2: (not clear-teacher writing on the board)
                 <051>okay, continue okay, the food chain, okay what is the food chain, the
                            (not clear) between the living organism and the ecosystem,
(Teacher writes on the board)
Teacher 2: <052>today is very important for your exam, I am trying to help you eh, to
                            master your exam, (pause) okay eh, explain (not clear) okay eh the
                            word explain, so the answer eh,
                  <053>when you are answer explain, it is different okay, with the state eh,
                            <L1>dinyatakan eh, so you must state eh, name okay eh, the way (not
                            clear) two ways, Hidayah, name energy loss in the food chain (not
                            clear)
Hidayah:   (not heard)
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Pronunciation, Vocabulary, and Structure

Due to the insufficient level of proficiency, both teachers’ talk was weak particularly in the
pronunciation of English words, poor choice of vocabulary and grammatical structures. T2 in
her talk was also confused over some of the terminologies like removal, removable, corrode,
corrosion and corrosive.  Consider T2’s choice of vocabulary in the following exchange:

T2: <146> Look at the land slide okay, when the okay aah trees okay in the forest
become removal okay, the land okay, the ground okay eh, will be what?
<L1>terdedah,(exposed) aah will be corrot, corrot, corrosion, corosive,
<L1>ia akan  dihakis (it will be washed away) okay by the rain okay,

T1:

T2:

<025>

<024>

artery carrying what type of blood?, we have two types of blood, last time
we’ve learn is it?
okay, it means the producers, in the garden ecosystem, look at the word
here, okay the word producers, it means okay, more than one okay, is it?,

Unnecessary Code Switching and Mixing

In order to overcome the fear of making mistakes in their talk and to hopefully accommodate
their students, T1 and T2 resorted to code switching and code mixing.  However, if the code
switch and mix patterns were looked into, they contradicted Brown’s (1994:105) suggestions;
code switching should be done if the following advantages were gained:

· Negotiation of disciplinary and other management factors
· Brief descriptions of how to carry out a technique
· Brief explanations of grammar points
· Quick pointers on meanings of words that remain confusing after students

have had try at defining something themselves
· Cultural notes and comments

For example, in explaining how would temperature affect the process of drying up wet clothes
outside the house, T2 simply switched code which could possibly confuse the students instead
of making her explanation clearer;

T2: <055> okay<L1> yang ini (this one) the temperature, <L1>suhu bagi dia
kering baju hari tu, kita sidai kat luar, kat luar yang mesti panas, tak
boleh hujan betul? Ah, kalau hujan, basah (the temperature to dry up
the clothes, we have to hang them outside and it must be a hot day not
raining. If it rains, wet)

Voices: <056> <L1> basah (wet)
T2: <057> <L1> basah, tak kering, kalau hujan, kalau tak hujan?(wet, not dried, if it

rains, if there’s no rain),

The Questioning Techniques
On the other hand, teachers’ questioning techniques in testing the students’ understanding of
their input were rather projected.  The questions were posted to the students with expected
answers boxed in the pattern of ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ and correct answers were usually repeated by
either teachers or the students.  The students were left without the opportunities to explore and
develop their thinking potentials.  For example:

Classroom 1:
T1:
Voices:

<078>
<079>

Helmi, which one is the most active one?, magnesium, or copper?
                                         [magnesium]
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Classroom 2:
T2:
Voices:

<089>
<90>

Do you know respiration? Class?
yes…

Consciously or not, teachers seldom provided ample opportunities to their students with
silent ‘thinking’ period in responding to their questions.  During the teaching and learning
processes Brown (1994: 112) warns that, teacher talk should not occupy the major proportion of
a class hour; otherwise teachers are not giving students enough opportunity to talk.

IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSION
English language is not a second language which could be mastered overnight.  As a matter of
fact teachers of Science have already gone through the process of teaching and learning the
English language but the policy switched to BM as the medium of instruction in Malaysian
schools. Thus teachers were professionally required to become proficient in BM to keep pace
with the change.

The discourse in four selected Science classrooms in a rural secondary school, unfolded
the struggle of the teachers and students. According to Mastura Othman and Pramela (2011),
both teachers and students were not only cognitively but also linguistically challenged with the
implementation of this policy. The sudden change which required the teachers to teach without
proper foundation took the teachers by surprise.  This problem was even more pronounced in
the rural schools. The finding goes to show that a proper well-planned transformation is needed
before implementation.

The Science teachers’ linguistic deficiency was the most significant predicament in
assuring the effective implementation of the EteMS policy.   Thus a sound language support for
the teachers should be offered by the Ministry of Education for the Science and possibly for all
teachers for their professional self development.

This investigation was carried out before the Ministry of Education decided to withdraw
the policy. However, where and whenever changes in the education policy is made, it should not
be an ad-hoc affair.  Views and opinions from all parties and stakeholders especially teachers,
who are the agents of implementation must be consulted. In fact any future planning and
changing in the policy should be systematically and carefully acted upon (Mastura Othman and
Pramela, 2011). This is because it is a tremendous loss if the students do not benefit from the
implementation of any policy. The findings from this study could provide the realistic
classroom situation faced by the teachers and students and could suggest new approaches of
how to overcome such predicaments.

NOTE
* I would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for very helpful comments on the earlier draft
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